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The set theoretic principle 0 is used to construct hereditarily Lindelof, non-separable 
subspaces of given complete spaces of countable tightness, The construction is patterned after 
R. B. Jensen’s original use of 0 to construct a Soudin lirq and yields the following result: 
Suppose X is a regular space of countable tightness having vccight at most c. If no non-empty Gs 
set in X is contained in a separable subspace ofX and if either X is countably complete or has all 
closed subsets Baire, then X contains an L-space. 
’ AMS Subj. Class.: 54A25,54B05,02KO5 
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The existence of regular spaces which are hereditarily Lindelof and not separ- 
able, or hereditarily separable and not Eindelof, is a problem which has attracted 
much attention in topology in recent years. It is now well known that the existence 
of such spaces is consistent with the usual axioms of set theory. Several consistent 
examples have been given. Jensen uses his set theoretic principle 0 in [S] to 
construct a Sc$slin line, a hereditarily Lindel 
locally countable and countably compact. r interesting con- 
9 
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&on in [9] .‘nas also been very helpful. We first collect several notions from set 
and topology which will be employed in our discussion. 
r basic references for set- +hfi-- -Llrc;tiretic topology and set-theoretic notions are [6] 
:~nd [ 11. J A3 is customary, we denote the set of functions from B into A: by A.‘, and 
the cardinal of the continuum by c. The cardinality of a set S is denoted by 1S1, 
Recall that a subset C of 01 is closed and unbounded (c.:: .b.) if G is cofinal in o1 
and closed in the order topology on 01~ A subset S of clyl is staf,tontt~ in 01 if S 
intersects all c.u.b. subsets of ~1. 
Jtnsen’s principle U is the following statement. ([f]) 
0: There is a sequence (A& :/a E 01) of subsets of 01 such that for all Q! E ml, 
and such that for ever!,’ subset A of 03, the set (0~ E~1 :A r~ CY = A,} Is 
consistency of 0 with the usual axioms of set theory, the re:eder is 
[5]. It is well known that 0 implies the continuum hypothesis. (A proof 
may be found, together with a discussion of various consequences of 0 in set- 
theoretic topology, in [ll].j The basic properties of c.u.b. and stationary sets are 
ssed in [9]. We will need the following result, established in 2.4 of [9]. 
.L !?mpdtioa. Let f be a function from WI into itself. ;rCzen {a! E ox : f(cr) G cw} is 
c:.u.b. lin -dc)l. 
For the reader’s convenience, we now recall the relevant concepts from topology. 
A tapological space X is Lindekof if every open cover of X Jhas a countable 
subcover. If every subspace of X is Lindelof, we say X is hereditarily Lindelof. If X 
contains a countable dense subset, X is separable. If X is regular, hereditaritj 
Lindelaf, and riot separable, X is called an L-space. 
‘I%e &eight of X, dlenoted by w(X), is the Beast cardinal of a basis-for X 
Let p E X The &$tness of Xat p, denoted by t(X$ p) is defined as follows: t(X, p) 
is the least cardinal Q such that whenever A z X and p e’ A’ there is a subset B of k1 
such that lB( G cy and p E 8. Here A denotes the closure of A in &C. The #igkze;3s 
of X, denoted by t(X), is defined as follows: 
t(X) = sup {t(X, p) : p E X}. 
) = to9 we say X has countable tightness. 
a discussion of these axl other cardinality properties of topological spaces, 
der is referred to [6]. 
ecall that X is a e intersection cf every countable family of 
den Ile open sub&s of 
banally, we require the notion of countable completeness. A family of s 
ubfamily has non-empty intersection. A spa 
(Sk : k E o) of bases for X su 
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T;or a discussion of these properties and their relation to other complzkness 
conditions, the reader is referred to [l] and [3]. 
es6 
Suppose Y is a regukr space with w ( Y) c o 1 and let b = { Ga : a < w 1} be a basis 
for Y. In this section we impose conditions on Y which, together with 0, enable us 
to inductively construct an L-space X = {x~ : a < ~1) in Y. In order to guide us in 
our construction, we first examine what it means for a subspace {x, : CY < OJ~} s Y to 
be hereditarily Lindelof. In considering open covers we may of course restrict our 
attention to coverings by members of the basis b. 
Thus let X = {x~ : a < WI} be 4i subspace of Y. If E c 01 thea a (basic) open cover 
of the subspace (x, : a E E} of X corresponds to a function f : E + 01 with x& E Gfc,, 
for each Q! E E. If X is not hereditarily Lindelof, there is evidently an uncountable 
subset E of ml and a function f~ wf such that xcr E Gft,, for each cy EF while if 
CY, p E E and a! < 0 then xs ti Gftal (in the terminology of [6], X contains an 
uncountable right-separated subspace). This motivates the following definition. 
2.1. Definition. Suppose w(Y)c WI and let b = (G, : OL! <WI} be a basis for Ys Let 
X = {xa :cy < 01) c Y. We define the poset’ LX as follows: 
I 
Lx y- :(J?, f):E c 01, f E OF and for all q E E, x, E cGf(,,j and for all 
rl, 6 E E 7-c 5 -+ xz e Gd. 
We order Lx by continuation: 
! 
(E, f)s (E’, f) iff i E s E” and fl\E= j? 
ed in a maximal element of Lx. 
roof. 
I 
A straightforward application of Zo n’s lemma. 
1 
[3 
i 
X is hereditarily Lindelof if and only if, for every maximal element 
I 
! 
oak Every element (E, f) of Lx with I& = 01 gives rise to $4 non-Lindelof 
subspace (x, : ar E E) of For the other direction, the 
discussion preceding is not hereditarily Lindelof, 
with IEI = ~1. An application of 
It suffices to prove the second assertion. Suppose, for the sake of contradic- 
tion, that there exists 4 ti E such that 
Q g ?VE Gfht, 
SC4 
x&cl{x,:~~E and q>e). 
b = (G,, : a < ul ) is a basis, there is a member Ga of b such tha.t x6 E GU and 
such that G, n {x, : q E E and q > 0 = 0. Let E’ = E u (s) and let f be the function 
from E’ into w 1 which agrees with f on iI;‘.’ and maps f to Q. Then clearly (E9 p) E Lx 
fl< (E’, f ). This contradicts the maximality of (E9 f). c3 
We now relativize these notions to the iaitial segments {x4 : [< a} of X For 
~1, we let X, = {JQ : 5 < cr}. (Thus X =X&.) For QI S w1 we define the poset L, 
z3s follows: 
LQ == {(E, fi: E s cy, ,f~ OF and for all q E E, x, E Gft,,) and for all 
~,rE1E,q<r-,xg~Gf(r))}- 
As abovc, we order LQ by continuation. 
ote that IIY S j3 + I,, S LB* 
The relevance of 1:.he L, for a < w1 is made clear with the help of countable 
tig+htness, in 5x3 following proposition. 
aion. S’eppose X has countable tightness. Let {E, f) be maximal in Lx- 
G = {ZY C: cl11 : (E A CY, f IE n a) is maximal in L,) 
1f closed in 01. We show C is unbounded which will complete the 
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as oountablle tiight;Ces:;, there is a countabl subset E(e) of (q E E : q > 8) 
such that 41~~ E cl{x, : 9-j e= r:, we can define a fu 
f 
ction g : 013 ul such that 
g(t) = sup E(e)+ 1 if 6 
and 
g(r) is arbitrary otherwise. 
By Proposition 1.1, the set D = (41% E ~1: g(a& cy} is c.u.b. in 01. It is easy to 
check that D c C. Since B is unbounded so ic C, as claim ?d. q 
The same argulll- _ --ant ~5 in Proposition 2.4, velativized to ,Xa, gives the following. 
2.6. osition. If (IS, f) is maximal iRt I&, then (( J,,&f(,& Xa is deme ia Xm. 
In fact, for all e E a!, 
We will use 0 to indluctively construct an L-space X = (x, : a < 0.11) as a subspace 
of ;i suitable space Y. The idea is to inductively add more and more points while at 
the same time not allowing the various maximal elements loi the L, to grow. Waving 
achieved this, we will use Proposition 2.5 to show th:at every maximal element (E, f) 
of Lx has IEI s w, which implies hereditarily Lindelof by Praposition 2.3. 
We will need the following modified version of 0. 
.I IL Assume 0, Then there is a sequence ((E,, fa) : a < 01) such that 
(i) for i?uev (Y c w-i, Eu E. ci! and for E a! E=, and 
(ii) for every subwt E of Elba nd for eoer,y f E 07, {a E w 1: E n a = Ea wd f IE, = 
fa] is stationary in WI gs 
. We will sketch the argument. Let (A, : a < 01) satisfy 0. Let h : ~1-3~ 
01 x 01 x WI be a bijec:tion. Let C == {cu E01: h(a) = a >r. a x a). Then C is c.u.b. in WI I 
Now define Tbl =:h(A,)if cu& an define rro! as any subset of in’ x d x in if a & 6’. 
Then the sequence (j”p . l a < wl) has the following properties: ra E a X a X Q for aii 
c&w1 and for every subset T of wlXw1Xw1, {a~wl:Tr!(cuxorxcu)=T,} is 
9&Z)+ c ckll:for some y, 2 E(L)~~ (x, y, 2)E 
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= w*,~( T*) and let D = (a E WI : fk E &}. Finally, we 
):a <[or) as fcAbws: if LY ED, we Ret (& for)=(Eh, fh), 
itrary subset of a for Z _ and zm arbitrary function from 
ow that the sequence ([I&, fQ): oy <: WI) works. For, 
le-t EG@j and let f Eur. IA T=((q x. f(x)):xE.E}. The set 
,S==:{arEol:Tn~~xaxar)=T~} is stationary in WI, and the set Cl= 
{glr Eu1 : f(E t-1 a)~ a} is cub. in oq. Therefore, S n CI is stationary in IWI. Clearly 
SnCl+.Encrr =& andflE,=.f,,aadso{cuEWl:Ena=Ea andf[E,=fa}is 
tationary, a!; desired. cl 
the version of 0 in Proposition 2.7 we can now give a sufficient colndition for 
t pace X = {x~ : a F, (rpq) of Y to be hereditarily Lind&f. 
From now on, we assume 0 and we fix a sequence j(Ea, fob : Q < (mr) which satisfies 
the conditions in Proposition 2-7. As az*- uu re, we are working with a regular space Y .of 
~1,~ with basis b = {G ,:m<ol),andasubspaceX={x=:cu<~~,}of 1(, 
01. Assume that t(X)s w and that, for at2 a E 01~ 
x,, E f-j ql._lB Gf,(,,,: p s CY and (Ed, fs) is maximal in 
1 
La 
I 
. 
Then X is hereditarily Lindelof. 
i. Fw, tet (E, f) be maximal in Lx. Since _X has countable tightness, using 2.5 we 
n&de that the set 
C={aEW1:(Ena,$l Ena) is maximal in L-J 
is c.u.,b. in CO 1. 
By Proposition 2.7, the set S = {eu Eo 1 : .E n a = E, and f IE, = f=} is stationary in 
ol. Therefore S n C # Bi. Let cy be any element of S or C. Because of condition (*), 
(E A a, flE n a ), which is maximal in La, stays maximal in the higher LB’S, and so is 
aximal in ILx. It follows that E n a = E, hence 12!?1< CW. By Proposition 2.3, X is 
hereditarily Lindelof. 9 
th the stxme notation as above, let X = {x~ : a! < 01) G Y such 
ace. 
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Condition (ii) is an inductive condition on the ~a, U. a.l -a _._ k rn firfk to construct an L-space 
in a given splace Y, it is now a matter of imposin& conditions on V so that we may 
inductively choose the poin.;s x, of Y to satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 
2.9. We do so in the following theorem. 
. Assume 0 and let Y be a regular space satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(0 w(YFw, 
, (ii) t(Y)-o, 
(iii) Y is either countably complete or all closed subsets of Y are Baire, and 
(iv) no non-empty S;s-set in Y is contained in a separable szhet of Y. Then Y 
contains an L-space. 
of. As in the preceding discussion we fk a basis b = (Ga : a < 01) of Y. We 
choose the points x, inductively to satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.9. Suppose 
we hzve already chosen x6 for p c cy. We want to find a point xQ E k’ so that 
I X, E n , lJ_ Gfecqj : p s a aid Q56j tg) is maximal in L, 
an6 so that xcr & cl{+ : #3 < c~}. 
Then & is a G&-set in I< Once we know that Ha ?r fl, we can use (iv) to conclude that 
Ha g cl(xs : p < a}, and then we can choose a point xr E Ha - cl(xB : p c a} as desire& 
We shaw that Ha is non-empty using condition (iii). 
By Proposition 2.6 wIe have the following si%ation: We have a countable snbspace 
A of Y (namely Xa! = {Q : (3 < a}) and we have a countable number of open subsets 
of Y, (I& : k E o), such that each Hk n A is dense in A (nahmely tire sets 
U WEB h%ht), where -6 s QI and (Es, fB) is maximal in L,). \Ne wish to conclude that 
ndh $0. 
If al closed subsets of Y are aire, then ~41 A is aire. Each set Hk n cl A is adense 
open se! in cl A, and so 
c?+ f7 (HknclA)c n 
kEO kEW 
as desired. 
I$ Y is countably complete., let : A: E 0) be a sequence of buses for 
witnesses countable completeness. ng the fact that each 
easy to choose, by induction, sequences 
completes I;he prc~of , 
f of Theorem 2.10 it is obvious that we cm weaken some of 
n in Theorem 2.10 arad still apply Proposition 2.9, Fm 
at Y has countable tightness could be replaced by. the 
r: every non-empty C;S in Y contains a point p wit3 t( Y? p) = 0. Also, 
ii) was appffied only to a countable subspace and 
re, it is clear that a weaker condition can replace (iii). 
satisfying the cur&ions in Theorem 2.10 can be obtained 
a z-product of the spaces {Xi: i E 1: is defined by choosing a 
and then the z-product with base :point @d : 5 E .I) = p consists 
l&h agree with p except on a countable set of co-ordinates. 
J, the C-product of any family of first countable spaces has 
ness, Frolik has shown in [3] that products of countably com@ete 
countably complete, from which it easily follows that z-products of 
are countably complete. If Y is a C-product of 01 first 
ete spaces {Xa : a < ~1) of weight at most ~1, we see that 
e first three conditions in Theorem 2.10, and the fourth condition is easy 
assuming 0, we can apply Theorem 2.10 to these spacG& and obtain 
Lindelof, non-separable subspaces. 
e wish to crismpare our theorem to the result in [12] which states that 
esis, every non-separable Baire space of weight SO i 
le chain condition contains an L-space. In fact, thr: 
L-space which is Lusin, that is, in which every nowhere 
set is countable. The set theoretic assumption c;f the continuum hypothesis in 
ption of 0 in Theorem 2.10, and thhe coriditions in the 
n there are simpler than Theorem 2AO. The main 
rem 2.10 the hypothesized spaces are not required to 
dition; one can contrast ‘l:he two theorems from t!zis 
view by noting that it is part of the conclusion of Theorem 2.10 that we 
tain a non-separable! space satisfying the countable chain condition, 
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